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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K denote a field of characteristic two endowed with an involutory 
automorphism. Let V denote an n-dimensional vector space over K and f 
a nondegenerate trace form from I/ x V to K. If U,(K, f) denotes the group 
of all isometries preserving the form f, we wish to determine the auto- 
morphisms of L’,(K,f). Let U* =: {a E K 1 c& = l}. The theorem proved is: 
THEOREM. Let n > 3 and + an automorphisnz of U,(K, f ). Then 
$44 = X(44W? 0 E U&W), 
where x is a chayacter.from U,Z(A7, f) onto U” and C$ is a senzilinear transfornza- 
tion of V onto V relative to an automorphism K of K wlzich pernzutes with -, 
andf(4(x), $(y)) = cf(x, y)” identically in V for some c E K. 
Let Y be the VVitt index of v; that is, the dimension of a maximum totally 
isotropic subspace of V. Dieudonne [l] questioned what the automorphisms 
of U,(K, f) were. In Ref. [4], the result of the theorem was shown if v > 2 
and n > 6, while Johnson [2] recently showed that the result holds for n > 3 
and v ;; 1. In order to establish the theorem it is thus sufficient to show it 
for n =-- 4, 5 and v = 2. It is interesting to note, that the verification of the 
theorem via Refs. [2, 41 and the following depends heavily on the value of v, 
while the result is independent of the Witt index. 
In the following we suppose the hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied. 
2. CENTRALIZERS OF QUASISYRIMETRIES 
In order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that there is an 
orthogonality preserving bijection of the lines of V which is induced by the 
automorphism $. Then an application of the fundamental theorem of projec- 
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tive gcomctr!- v-ill give us the 0rthogonalitJI prcscrving scmilincar transform:~- 
tion 4 of I -, while the remaining propcrtics of (b, and the determination of the 
character are easily established as in Ref. [ 1, Section 531. 
If 0 c C’,(K,f), let C(U) lx the centralizer of 0 and let %,(K,j‘) Y [: ( 
deliOtC the CCIltCl~ Of L’,(K,f). 
For S a subset of T7, let ‘IS denote the subspace generated by S. If .v is 
an isotropic vector in I, let 7i. represent a transvection with respect to ,.L’,. 
and let T r’i hc the group of all transvections with rcspcct to is,. \Ve call 
the transvcctions T,,. and T,, nonassociatcd if T,, $ Z’~,,. . Finally, let [u, b] be 
the commutator of a and 6. 
\Ye first state some lcmtnas found in Ref. [4]. 
COROLL.~KY 2.2. If (x> and C,xy> me distinct isotropic lines, then 
if and only ;f f(.Y, y) := 0. 
LEMMA 2.3. I,et s E V be isotropic, T,~ t T,,z) and 4 E b’,(K, f ), then 
C(u) = C(,,,) (f and only if u = pc’, 
for some p E Z,,(K,f) T,,.’ t T,,., . 
Proof. See Ref. [4]. 
I,sm~.~ 2.4. Let II > 4, v ‘;- 2. If x t V is isotropic and 7, E T,,, , tlzen 
*(rs) is a transwction. 
Proof. See Ref. [4].’ 
If x E I’ is nonisotropic, let qJ represent a quasi-symmctrp with respect to 
(xi; that is, q,(y) = y if y E (x)l, q&x) = 0t.x for some 01 E U*, 01 f 1. 
Lmwm 2.5. Let x E Vbe nonisotropic, qz a quasisymnzetry and u t ci,(k-, f ). 
Then 
[qs 3 01 = 1 if and only if u((x,) = (x,. 
1 A group theoretic characterization of transvections appears in Yang Jun-Hui, 
“On the automorphisms of the Unitary Groups over fields of characteristic 2,” Acta 
Mathematics Sinica, 15 (1965), 582.-597. 
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Proof. If [q,r , 01 = 1, sJu(X) =-~ qJo(X)) = uq2(“) = u(~,v) -~: a(0(X)) for 
some o( E U*. This says U(X) is an eigenvcctor for qr with associated eigcnvalue 
a. Rut the eigenspace for a: is (s”. Hence, ~(2) E ‘.x:\. 
Conversely, if 0((,2,) z ,<.v:, u((~v>-‘) = (.$‘. 
Let z 2 yx f- y, y E (.I-)~ and ag,.(z) = u(y01.v -r y) =: ye -I+ a(y), 
q,p(z) - yqz(u(x)) + q&(0(y)) = yau(.v) + u(y) since u(y) G (,v)‘. 
C‘OKOI.I.ARy 2.6. Let (.x), (3’;’ be distincf lines of bv with ix> nonisotrqpic. 
If qJ: is a quasisymmetry with respect to (xi, and ry is either a tranmection or a 
quasisymmetry ecitlz respect to (y), the?2 [(I~ , T,] L 1 (f and only ;ff (x, y) 7 0. 
Proof. As (s> j; (y,\, yJ(y)) rP <y> if and only if y is an eigenvector 
for qz . This is the case if and only if y E Is,~‘. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose .Y t I/’ is nonisotropic, qc is a quasisymmetry with 
respect to (s), and u E (U,(K,f) -- Z,(K,f)). If C(a) 3 C(qJ, then u =: j~y,~,’ 
wit?2 p E .ZJK, f ), qz’ a quasi-symmetry with respect to (x> and C(u) :m C(g,). 
Proof. If y E (X>i, and 7y is a quasisymmetry or transvection with respect 
to (JJ>, thenf(y, X) z= 0, w ic im ies T,] E C(g,) C C(U) so that u((y>) == h’ h . pl’ 
<yl . Thus D keeps all lines in (x)’ fixed and so there exists 01 E Z,(K,f) 
such that u 1 (,,,)l = 01 1 ~,r)l. As U((X,~) = ‘x:\, a-’ 0 is a quasisymmetry with 
respect to :s >. 
DEFINITION. We say 0 E (U,(K,f) - Z,(K,f)) is centralizer maximal if 
C(Q) $ C(T) for 7 E U,L(K,f) implies 7 E Z,(K,f). 
C’orollary 2.7 guarantees that a quasisymmetry is centralizer maxirnal. 
Transvections are also centralizer maximal. 
We call 0 E U,,(K,f) a projective quasi-symmetry with respect to (x: if 
0 is the product of a quasi-symmetry with respect to (x> and a center element. 
In view of Corollary 2.7, 0 is a projective quasi-symmetry with respect to (x) 
if and only if C(o) = C(q,,) where q, is some quasi-symmetry with respect 
to <A?: . 
If we show that the image of a quasi-symmetry with respect to (x> is a 
projective quasi-symmetry with respect to some line (y>, and let /x> corre- 
spond with (y>, and as the image of a transvection with respect to, say, (<zc) 
is a transvection with respect to, say, (z), and we let (ut) correspond with (I--), 
then we will have a well defined bijective orthogonality preserving corre- 
spondence (by (2.1)-(2.6)) of the lines of 1’ with itself. By the remark at the 
b>’ cgmnmg of this section, this is sufficient to guarantee the theorem. 
If u E UJK,f) and 01 E K is an eigenvalue of V, we call VI(u) = I’,, = 
(.Y’ I U(X) = ats) the eigenspace of 0 associated to 01. 
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Let pr be a quasi-symmetry with respect to (,v,> and let 7 = #(y,). 7 is 
centralizer maximal since Qz is. 
As yJ, commutes with a transvcction, 7 does also, so that there is an eigen- 
value for 7. We let V, :- {.x t F ~ T(X) ax> be an eigenspace of 7 with the 
property that the dimension of Z7& .is positive and minimal. If dim I’, is 1, 
and I?, is nonsingular, we let (2) = r-,, and (I~ be a quasi-symmetry with 
respect to (2). But then if p E C(T), p(~z,)) = (x) so that p E C(Q~). This says 
C(T) C C(qz). As T is centralizer maximal C(T) --- C(gz) and 7 is projectively a 
quasi-symmetry with respect to (2). 
If 1, == <z> andf(z, z) : = 0, let 7, b c a transvection with respect to <a,. 
Then C(T) C C(T~) and 7 must be projectively a transvection. By Lemma 2.3, 
this is a contradiction. 
The dimension of k, is not 4 as 7 is not central. Suppose dim(l’,) = 3. 
If p-e n r,; _: TV, by the minimality of the dimension of kj , 14’ = (~1) for 
some isotropic vector z E I: Letting 7, be a transvection with respect to JF, 
we have again C’(T) C C(,,) and 7 is projectively a transvection. 
Finally, we may assume dim(Fa) = 2. If V,- = Vz , then F, is a two- 
dimensional totally isotropic space, so that there exists two nonassociated 
commuting transvections in C(T). But, there is only one (up to association) 
transvection belonging to C(ql) since (x: 1 is a three-dimensional nonsingular 
space of Witt index one. 
If Pi n F;-’ (z>, then x is isotropic and again if 7z is a transvection 
with respect to (z), C(7) C (TV) implying th a 7 is projectively a transvection. t 
M’e are left with the possibility that 17, n V 1 = (0). Let /3 E (L’* -- &j). 
Let o-7;1.*@p~Vl. If P”C(T), p(l;,)&, p( V,l) C VOlhi so that 
c(T) c c(0). AS 7 iS c;‘ntraher maximal, c(T) = c(U). If p E C2(K, ,f :,, 1), 
1 ),/ f&p E C(O) so that 7 / V,I commutes with all elements of LT,(K,f lVzl). 
Thi: says Q- jV I = y Iv I for some y E Z,,(K,f). qz commutes with a trak- 
vcction, so thzt 7 does: This says that VA or V,l has TVitt index one. In 
either case, rFE and L’,’ are orthogonal hyperbolic planes. Then there exists 
in C(T) two commuting nonassociated transvections. This is the desired 
contradiction. Hence, #(T) is a projective quasi-symmetry. 
4. THE CASE n == 5 
Let 4% be a quasi-symmetry with respect to (x), and 7 == $(q.J. Let VU be 
an eigenspace for 7 of minimum positive dimension. As in the previous 
section, if dim( V,) = 1,~ is a projective quasi-symmetry while it is impossible 
that dim(&) = 4, 5. 
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\Ye thus assume dim(C’J =: 2 or 3. In either case, if dim(V, n Iii) == 1, 
the centralizer of a transvection with respect to the line of I’, n V,” contains 
C(T) so that T is projectively a transvection. 
If dim( CT, n b’,‘-) = 0, let p = 7 j Va @ ,B ~ VaL where ,8 E (U” - (cx)). Then 
C’(T) C C(p), and again by a similar argument to the corresponding case in 
the preceding section, we conclude that 7 1 cr I 
a 
L y j Val for some y t Z,(K,f). 
Then dim( l/J =I 2 (by minimality) and 
Y,~ commutes with a transvection, so that either Cb or Va’ contains an isotropic 
vector. This implies that both V, and I’%’ have Witt index one. As C(qJ Y 
C(T), 
CC(q,.) ‘v CC(T). 
Rut 
while 
Factoring out centers, we get 
This says that the projective unitary group U,(K,f 1 c,)~);‘Z,(K,f [ coj~) can 
he written as the direct product of two non-Abelian normal subgroups. ‘This 
is impossible as any noncentral normal subgroup of C:JK, f /(z)l) contains 
the subgroup generated by all transvections. The transvection group is a 
nontrivial subgroup as the Witt index of (x)’ is positive. 
We are thus left with the possibility that V, C I/,, if dim( VJ = 2, or 
VU1 C I, if dim(VJ = 3. In either case, we can say 01 is the only eigenvalue 
for 7, due to the minimality of the dimension of V, . 
Suppose V, C V,’ and dim( VU) = 2. Then there will be two nonassociated 
commuting transvections in C(T), so that the Witt index of (x>’ is two. 
Let z be a nonisotropic vector in (x>‘- and x1 a nonisotropic vector in (x)’ 
which is orthogonal to z and which together with x spans a hyperbolic plane 
H, . Let (x)’ = II, @ H, . Then Hz is hyperbolic and thus contains 
isotropic vectors r, s spanning it. Let xg = 5r + Y, ~a 1 q + s. If w = 
.a+ + /3z, ,8 E K is isotropic in (x1 , z), then w + r is isotropic in (xzl , x) 
an d zc ml- s is isotropic in (.L( ) z 7,; I ,115 says that /s, , 2 , .x2 , ,“’ , 
Xl , u” are distinct hyperbolic planes. Ixt yZ , q,,, , i 1, 2, 3, be 
quasi-slmmctries with rcspcct to ‘2 , .X‘) i Lo I, 2, 3, and JJ(q;) A, 
$qq.r,) z~ 4 , i 1, 2, 3, their images. qZ , qs, E C(q,.) so that A. A, E (‘(7). 
7 keeps no nonisotropic lines fixed, so that h and Ai , i I, 2, 3. ;1re not 
projective quasi-symmetries and are thtls of a similar type (the wrnaining 
casts) as T. Let L; be a minimal cigcnspace for X and I ;: , i 1, 2, 3, a 
minimal cigenspace for A, . 
As thcrc is only one (up to associates) transvection in (‘(px) n C(yl), then 
dim( IT, n T;,) -= 1. But ,‘,vl , z\, <s, , z , ‘.r3 , z,, hyperbolic means that for 
i E (I, 2, 3) and i fixed there is a transvcction in C(C/~) n C(q:) n C(qJ,). 
Hence dim( P, n lwjl n by, ) = I . ‘I’hen w must ha\:c 
dim I’, n l;n n r;z i 
:I 
i 1) I. c-l / 
This means there is a transvection in C(T) n C(X) n (iJlm, C(A,)). But 
r 1 ,.A? 8, x1 ) xz , sa} form a vector space basis for L’ so that there cannot be a 
transvcction lcaving all these lines fixed. This gives us the desired contra- 
diction. 
The case when r/, L C V, and dim( I .,J 3 is similar. 
Therefore, we have shown that the image of qr must be a projective cluasi- 
symmetry and our theorem is proved. 
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